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Abstract: Structural color printing based on all-aluminum plasmonic V-groove metasurfaces
is demonstrated under both bright field and dark field illumination conditions. A broad visible
color range is realized with the plasmonic V-groove arrays etched on an aluminum surface by
simply varying the groove depth while keeping the groove period as a constant. Polarization
dependent structural color printing is further achieved with interlaced V-groove arrays along
both the horizontal and vertical directions. These results pave the way towards the use of an
all-aluminum structural color printing platform for many practical applications such as
security marking and information storage.
© 2017 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (050.6624) Subwavelength structures; (240.6680) Surface plasmons; (160.3918) Metamaterials;
(330.1690) Color.
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1. Introduction
Recently, various types of structural color printing techniques have been introduced to
generate a wide range of visible colors with great potential to replace the traditional pigmentbased color printing technology [1–4]. Among these techniques, plasmonic metamaterials and
metasurfaces are becoming more attractive for structural color applications due to their
advanced light manipulation capabilities [5–7]. Plasmonic metasurfaces are also widely used
to realize ultrathin color holograms for reconstructing complex holographic images [8–11].
Different kinds of plasmonic nanostructures have been employed to generate high resolution
structural colors, including one-dimensional gratings [12–14], hole arrays [1–3, 15, 16],
antenna arrays [7, 17–20], metal-insulator-metal structures [6, 21–25], and combined
nanodisk and nanohole arrays [5, 26, 27]. Optical resonances across the whole visible
spectrum can be achieved by adjusting the geometrical parameters of the plasmonic
nanostructures, according to the tunable spectral responses of propagating surface plasmons
(SP) [4, 28–32], localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) [4, 21, 33–38], and FabryPérot cavity modes [4, 39]. Plasmonic color generation has been utilized in obtaining highly
saturated color with narrow spectral width [4, 6, 40, 41], color filtering with extraordinary
optical transmission [4, 12–14], high-resolution color imaging [4, 21, 39,42], color filtering
with polarization dependence [4, 32, 33, 43–45], and angle-insensitive structural colors [4, 39,
45]. Nobel metals such as silver [13, 23, 26, 34] and gold [6] are widely used in previous
plasmonic color printing works due to their lower ohmic losses in the visible spectrum.
However, silver is not ideal for color generation because it is susceptible to oxidation and
sulphidation [5, 17, 46] and gold has limitations for rendering blue colors due to the interband
transition [4, 6, 47, 48]. Alternatively, aluminum has been used as an attractive plasmonic
material for structural color generation due to its excellent optical response over the entire
visible spectrum, chemical and thermal stability due to its self-limiting impermeable native
oxidation layer, low cost, and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
compatibility [7, 15, 16, 24, 25, 48, 49]. Although many aluminum based metasurfaces with
plasmonic structures such as metal-insulator-metal structures [6, 13, 14, 22–25] or combined
nanodisk and nanohole arrays [5, 26, 27] have been proposed for color printing, the complex
fabrication process will not only increase the production cost but also degrade the color
performance.
Here we propose and demonstrate structural color printing with high color performance
based on plasmonic V-groove metasurfaces of an aluminum surface, by using a simple but
efficient one-step focused ion beam milling process. A wide visible color range can be
realized under both bright field and dark field illumination conditions by only varying the
groove depth while maintaining a constant groove period. The optical mode analysis in
aluminum V-groove arrays reveals the excitation of electric dipole and magnetic dipole
resonances for the structural color generation. The incident angle dependent optical reflection
and scattering from the V-groove metasurface color printing platform is also studied.
Furthermore, polarization dependent structural color printing under both bright field and dark
field illumination conditions is demonstrated with interlaced V-groove arrays along both the
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horizontal and vertical directions. The demonstrated all-aluminum structural color printing
based on plasmonic V-groove metasurfaces provides great opportunities for many color
related applications such as security marking, information storage, and microscale imaging.
2. Metasurface fabrication and characterization
A typical one-dimensional V-shaped groove array on an aluminum surface designed as gap
surface plasmon nanostructures for structural color printing is schematically illustrated in Fig.
1(a). By adjusting the groove depth d, while keeping the groove period p as a constant, the
plasmonic resonance frequency of the V-groove etched on the aluminum film with thickness
h can be tuned across the whole visible spectrum and thus a wide visible color range can be
realized. The designed aluminum plasmonic metasurfaces for color printing are fabricated as
follows. A 250 nm aluminum film is deposited on a silicon wafer using a Lesker PVD250
electron-beam evaporator at a rate of 12 Å/sec. The designed V-groove arrays are then
directly milled on the aluminum surface by a focused ion beam (FIB) milling process (FEI
Helios Nanolab 600 DualBeam) with a gallium ion current of 9.7 pA and an accelerating
voltage of 30 KeV. The groove period p is selected as 250 nm and the groove depth d is
increased from 76 nm to 231 nm for the fabricated groove structures. Figures 1(c)-1(j) are the
cross-section SEM images of the fabricated V-groove arrays with eight groove depths from
76 nm to 231 nm at a tilted view angle of 52 degrees. During the FIB process, straight line
patterns with designed width of 10 nm are milled on the aluminum surface. By controlling the
ion beam exposure time, V-grooves with various depths are directly formed. The measured
side wall angle of the V-groove is around 73 degrees. As shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), when
the groove depth is small, the bottom tip of the fabricated V-groove is not very sharp, but this
geometrical imperfection will not affect the color performance since the groove depth is the
major controlling parameter for the plasmonic spectral resonance.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the V-groove array on an aluminum layer with silicon substrate. (b)
Schematic of the optical reflection mode for the bright field and dark field illumination. Angle
1 represents the collection angle of the objective lens while angle 2 is the incident angle of the
dark field condenser lens. (c-j) Cross-section SEM images of the fabricated V-groove arrays
with the same groove period of 250 nm and eight different groove depths from 76 nm to 231
nm. Scale bars: 250 nm.

The optical reflection and scattering response from the fabricated V-groove arrays are
measured under both bright field and dark field illumination conditions. Figure 1(b) is the
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schematic of a typical optical reflection mode for the bright field and dark field illumination
through a 20x microscope objective lens with NA = 0.4 (Nikon BD Plan). Under bright field
illumination condition, the incident light is focused through the central lens and the reflected
light from the metasurface is collected by the same optical path at a half Angle 1 of 23.6
degrees. Under dark field illumination condition, the incident light is focused onto the
metasurface through the annular condenser lens at an incident Angle 2 around 70 degrees, and
the back-scattered light from the sample is collected by the central lens in a confocal setup.
Due to the limited penetration depth in the thick aluminum film for incident light in the
visible range, optical transmission from the V-groove metasurfaces will be effectively
blocked. With the p-polarized light (where the electric field is perpendicular to the groove
direction), a gap surface plasmon mode localized inside the V-groove will be excited.
Depending on the groove depth, plasmonic modes at various resonance wavelengths will be
realized across the visible range to provide different reflective colors.

Fig. 2. (a) Measured (black solid line) and simulated (red solid line) optical reflectance spectra
under bright field illumination for the eight V-groove arrays with different measured groove
depths from 76 nm to 231 nm, while the depths used in the simulation from 80 nm to 230 nm
are also listed. (b) Measured (black solid line) and simulated (red solid line) scattering
intensity spectra under dark field illumination for the eight V-groove arrays. Insets show the
corresponding bright field or dark field optical microscope images of 20 × 20 µm2 V-groove
arrays. (c) Dependence of the red-shift of the plasmonic resonance dip under bright field
illumination (red) and the plasmonic resonance peak under dark field illumination (blue) on the
groove depth.

The optical reflectance and scattering intensity spectra from the fabricated V-groove
arrays under bright field and dark field illumination are obtained within the visible
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wavelength range from 400 nm to 800 nm with a halogen lamp and an optical spectrometer
(LR1, ASEQ instruments). Each fabricated V-groove metasurface has an area of 20 × 20 µm2
in the measurements. Figure 2 summarizes the measured optical reflection spectra under
bright field illumination and the optical scattering intensity spectra under dark field
illumination, as well as the corresponding microscope images shown in the insets, for the
eight V-groove arrays shown in Figs. 1(c)-1(j) with different groove depths from 76 nm to
231 nm. The bright field reflectance spectra as shown in Fig. 2(a) exhibit a red-shifted
plasmonic resonance dip changing from 433 nm to 795 nm. The reflective colors also change
from yellow, magenta to cyan as the groove depth is increased, which are the primary colors
of CMYK system. The simulation results calculated from finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method are also plotted. In the bright field reflection simulation, a plane wave
impinges vertically on the metasurface and the permittivities of aluminum (imaginary part
multiplied by factor of 3 to account for fabrication-induced losses) and silicon substrate are
obtained from the refractive index database [46]. In Fig. 2(b), the dark field scattering
intensity spectra from the same set of V-groove arrays are presented. The spectral resonance
peak varies from 474 nm to 656 nm as the groove depth is increased. The scattering colors
also change from blue, green to orange, which cover the primary colors of the RGB system. It
is noted that for the V-groove arrays with the depth of 230 nm, the resonance peak is shifted
above 600 nm. However, the resonance peak is very broad with low scattering intensity so
that grayish color is obtained. It is noted that light can penetrate through the aluminum film as
the groove depth is close to the film thickness and get dissipated in the silicon substrate.
Therefore, as the groove depth is further increased, the scattering intensity contrast becomes
smaller and the scattering spectrum gets broader. Another effect is that more optical energy in
a wider wavelength range is absorbed due to the adiabatic nanofocusing [50]. By increasing
the Al film thickness, the optical energy penetrated into the silicon substrate can be decreased
to enhance the scattered density. In order to further improve the color contrast and color
performance of the device, different plasmonic materials with low optical absorption loss
such as silver can be used to obtain much narrower plasmonic resonances. However, there is
one issue that silver surface is not stable in ambient environment and the sample surface
should be protected by an additional polymer or dielectric layer from oxidation and
sulphidation. The dependence of the red-shift of the plasmonic resonance dip under bright
field illumination and the plasmonic resonance peak under dark field illumination on the
groove depth is shown in Fig. 2(c). It shows that the plasmonic resonances of the V-groove
structures follow nearly linear relations with the groove depths. The wavelength variation
range of the plasmonic resonance under bright field illumination is almost twice of that under
dark field illumination, showing a wider color response range for the bright field illumination
compared to the dark field illumination. These results are very useful to guide the color
painting generation in Section 3. In the dark field scattering simulation, the metasurface is
illuminated by a plane wave with an oblique incident angle of 70 degrees. The back scattered
light in the simulation is collected over a conical solid angle corresponding to the numerical
aperture of the 20x microscope objective lens used in the experiment. The far field scattering
intensity is calculated and integrated within the half angle of 23.6 degrees as illustrated in Fig.
1(b). A good match between the experimental and simulation results for both the bright field
and dark field results are found in Fig. 2. The measured reflection spectra and scattering
intensity spectra depicted in Fig. 2 are further converted as the discrete points in the CIE 1931
xy chromaticity coordinates based on color theory in Fig. 3, illustrating the color gamut of the
fabricated V-groove metasurfaces. Figure 3(b) shows the zoomed in data area in Fig. 3(a),
together with the simulation results. It is shown that the chromaticity coordinates for the
bright field reflection results evolve in a clockwise fashion while the dark field scattering
results vary in a counterclockwise way, as the groove depth is increased. All the coordinates
are around the achromatic point, demonstrating a large degree of the color range tuning for
the designed V-groove metasurfaces.
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Fig. 3. Measured and simulated results in the CIE 1931 xy chromaticity coordinates for the
eight V-groove arrays with the increased groove depth from 76 nm to 231 nm. The circles and
diamonds represent the bright field and dark field results, respectively.

Fig. 4. Cross sections of the time-averaged magnetic field (color map) and electric
displacement (white arrows) distributions for the V-groove metasurface with depth of 150 nm
at the resonance wavelength, under (a) the bright field illumination with vertical incident angle
and (b) the dark field illumination with oblique incident angle of 70 degrees.

For the purpose of understanding the physical mechanism of the gap surface plasmon
modes localized inside the V-groove nanostructure, time-averaged magnetic field (color map)
and electric displacement (white arrows) distributions for the V-groove with depth of 150 nm
at the resonance wavelength are plotted in Fig. 4 under both the bright field and dark field
illumination. As shown in Fig. 4(a) under the bright field illumination with vertical incident
light, strong magnetic dipole resonance inside the V-groove is observed with the concentrated
magnetic field surrounded by an electric displacement flow loop. At the same time, an electric
dipole resonance is also excited on the top surface of the aluminum ridge. The excitation of
the gap surface plasmon mode within the aluminum V-groove provides strong optical
absorption for the vertical incident light at the resonance wavelength so that the subtractive
color can be observed in the bright field reflection spectrum from the metasurface. Figure
4(b) plots the optical mode distributions for the V-groove under the dark field illumination
with oblique incident angle of 70 degrees. The magnetic dipole resonance confined inside the
groove gets very week, while a strong magnetic dipole resonance occurs around the top
aluminum-air interface of the aluminum ridge, together with the electric dipole resonance at
the top aluminum surface. It is observed that the electromagnetic energy is scattered away
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from the V-groove into the far field above the groove at the resonance wavelength. Therefore,
the additive color can be obtained in the dark field scattering spectrum above the metasurface.
The above mode analysis indicates that different structural colors will be realized under the
bright field as well as under dark field illumination conditions.
The incident angle dependent optical spectral response is further studied in simulation for
the V-groove metasurface with depth of 100 nm, under both the bright field and dark field
illumination conditions. For the calculated optical reflection spectra under bright field
illumination as shown in Fig. 5(a), when the incident angle changes from 0 degree (vertical
direction) to around 50 degrees, the reflection resonance dip almost remains at the same
wavelength, giving unchanged color for different view angles. When the incident angle is
larger than 50 degrees, the gap surface plasmon mode supported inside the V-groove
disappears and the metasurface behaves like a broadband mirror. For the optical scattering
intensity spectra under the dark field illumination as plotted in Fig. 5(b), the scattering
resonance peak almost linearly red-shifts to longer wavelength when the incident angle
increases, and the resonance peak width and scattering intensity also depend on the incident
angle. It is shown that the scattering intensity will reach its maximum value at the incident
angle of 84 degrees.

Fig. 5. (a) Simulated incident angle dependent (a) optical reflection spectra under the bright
field illumination and (b) optical scattering intensity spectra under the dark field illumination
for the V-groove metasurface with depth of 100 nm.

When two-dimensional V-groove sample with different groove depths along two
orthogonal directions is considered, each set of V-groove array along either horizontal or
vertical direction can be excited by a certain linear polarization so that the sample can show
different color responses. The simulation schematic for one two-dimensional V-groove
sample is shown in Fig. 6(a) with the groove side wall angle of 73 degrees, and the groove
depths along two orthogonal directions are d1 = 155 nm and d2 = 100 nm, respectively. Figure
6(b) plots the reflectance spectrum for each groove array excited by either horizontal or
vertical linear polarization. The horizontal linear polarization excites the plasmonic resonance
of the groove array with depth d1, while the vertical linear polarization excites the plasmonic
resonance of the groove array with depth d2. It shows that the reflectance spectrum from the
sample can be controlled by the incident linear polarization so that different color responses
will be achieved.
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Fig. 6. (a) Schematic of two-dimensional V-groove array on an aluminum layer with silicon
substrate. The grooves in horizontal and vertical directions have different depths, giving
different color responses depending on the incident linear polarizations. (b) Simulated
reflectance spectra of the sample illuminated by light with either horizontal or vertical linear
polarization. Different polarization illumination will result in different color responses.

3. Plasmonic painting of color images
In order to demonstrate the applicability and visual performance of the proposed aluminum
plasmonic V-groove metasurfaces for structural color printing applications, a micrometer
scale 40 × 50 µm2 plasmonic printed copy of a landscape art painting drawn by ourselves,
which is modified from a stained glass design by Prairie Studio Glass (Winnipeg, MB,
Canada) [51], as displayed in Fig. 7(a), is fabricated. By choosing the V-groove array with
certain groove depth in each pixel, the desired colors can be realized with high fidelity and
visual contrast. The measured bright field microscope image of the plasmonic painting under
the horizontal linear polarization (white arrow, 0 degree) as shown in Fig. 7(b) successfully
reproduces the original image features and colors shown in Fig. 7(a). Figure 7(c) illustrates
the measured dark field microscope image, where nearly complementary colors are displayed
as expected. The SEM images of the fabricated plasmonic painting sample with vertical Vgroove arrays are shown in Figs. 7(d)-7(f). When the vertical linear polarization (90 degrees)
is used to excite the V-grooves, the color will disappear which can be used in security
applications. Figure 8(a) shows the color responses of the measured bright field microscope
images for the one-dimensional V-groove painting sample with different linear polarization
angles. In the bright field setting, the linear polarizer was placed in the incident beam path. It
is shown that the reflection color will disappear when the polarization is parallel to the Vgrooves (90 degrees). Figure 8(b) shows the color responses of the measured dark field
microscope images with different linear polarization angles. In the dark field setting, the
oblique incident beam polarization cannot be controlled easily, so the linear polarizer is
placed in the vertical scattering beam path. The results show that the scattering beam from the
V-grooves is also highly polarized even when the incident beam is unpolarized because only
p-polarized wave can be scattered. The scattering color will disappear when the polarization
is parallel to the V-grooves (90 degrees). It is noteworthy that the color responses of the
sample with unpolarized light are almost the same as the cases with 45-degree polarization
angle, because the unpolarized light can be decomposed into two orthogonal linear
polarizations.
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Fig. 7. (a) Original landscape art painting with various colors drawn by ourselves. (b) The
measured bright field microscope image of the plasmonic painting under the horizontal linear
polarization (white arrow) with size of 40 × 50 µm2. (c) The measured dark field microscope
image. (d)-(f) SEM images of the fabricated plasmonic painting sample with V-groove arrays
of different depths. SEM image in panel (f) is tilted at a view angle of 52 degrees.

Fig. 8. (a) Color responses of the measured bright field microscope images for the onedimensional V-groove painting sample with different linear polarization angles from 0 degree
to 90 degrees. The linear polarizer is placed in the incident beam path. (b) Color responses of
the measured dark field microscope images for the one-dimensional V-groove painting sample
with different linear polarization angles. The linear polarizer is placed in the vertical scattering
beam path. The scattering beam from the sample is highly polarized.
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Fig. 9. (a) Original landscape art paintings with two different color sets drawn by ourselves. (b)
The measured bright field microscope images of the plasmonic painting under the horizontal
and vertical linear polarizations (white arrows). (c) The measured dark field microscope
images. (d)-(f) SEM images of the fabricated plasmonic painting sample with the interlaced
vertical and horizontal V-groove arrays. SEM image in panel (f) is tilted at a view angle of 52
degrees to clearly show the V-groove arrays along both directions.

Since the current one-dimensional V-groove array works under a certain linear
polarization perpendicular to the groove direction, two-dimensional V-groove arrays along
both the horizontal and vertical directions can be interlaced together for displaying images
with polarization-dependent colors. Two original landscape art paintings with different color
sets drawn by ourselves are displayed in Fig. 9(a), where the top one is designed to use
vertical V-groove arrays under the horizontal linear polarization while the bottom one is for
horizontal V-groove arrays under the vertical linear polarization. Figure 9(b) gives the
measured bright field microscope images under two different linear polarizations, showing
the vivid image colors switching from one set to another once the linear polarization is tuned
from horizontal to vertical (white arrows). The measured dark field microscope images are
also switched under orthogonal linear polarization excitation. The SEM images of the
fabricated plasmonic painting sample with the interlaced vertical and horizontal V-groove
arrays are shown in Figs. 9(d)-9(f). Figure 10(a) shows the color responses of the measured
bright field microscope images for the two-dimensional V-groove painting sample with
different linear polarization angles. When the linear polarizer is rotated, the color images will
gradually change from one color set to the other color set as expected. While the two color
sets are mixed at the 45-degree polarization angle. Figure 10(b) shows the color responses of
the measured dark field microscope images with different linear polarization angles, where
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the scattering colors also vary gradually between the two color sets. This feature of
polarization-dependent color response is important for applications of security marking and
information storage. The demonstrated plasmonic painting results indicate that the proposed
all-aluminum structural color printing platform based on the V-groove metasurfaces is
capable of creating high-resolution color images with high brightness and saturation.

Fig. 10. (a) Color responses of the measured bright field microscope images for the twodimensional V-groove painting sample with different linear polarization angles from 0 degree
to 90 degrees. The linear polarizer is placed in the incident beam path. (b) Color responses of
the measured dark field microscope images for the two-dimensional V-groove painting sample
with different linear polarization angles. The linear polarizer is placed in the vertical scattering
beam path.

4. Conclusion
An all-aluminum structural color printing platform based on plasmonic V-groove
metasurfaces with high resolution and high color performance have been introduced and
demonstrated, by using a one-step focused ion beam milling process. By only adjusting the
groove depth, the plasmonic resonances of the V-groove arrays can be tuned across the whole
visible spectrum, resulting in either the subtractive colors obtained from the reflection spectra
under the bright field illumination, or the complimentary additive colors resulting from the
scattering spectra under the dark field illumination. The reproduced polarization dependent
plasmonic paintings of color images under both the bright field and dark field illumination
conditions manifest the feasibility and flexibility of all-aluminum plasmonic V-groove
metasurfaces for structural color printing applications. The demonstrated aluminum
plasmonic V-groove metasurfaces for high-performance and pigment-free structural color
generation will open many new possibilities for realizing relevant applications such as
security marking, information storage, and microscale imaging.
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